For the final project you will create the product website based on your concept, designs and proposals created in a10. Remember you only need to showcase one product and not an entire product line. However, you can have more than one product but it is not required and you can make up the product, so it does not have to be real. You will need to come up with all the content and images to be used on the website and you may use content you find from the web.

Recommendation: Use your A10 style tile as the starting point for your final project. But you must first duplicate your A10 style tile folder and then rename the duplicated folder as final_project. For this website you must have at least an index.html page within the final project folder. Important note, you do not have to create multiple pages but you are required to have multiple content sections and a main navigation area.
The following were example of product websites listed in A10 see for inspiration

http://www.calpoly.edu/~aldifran/boheme/index.html
http://www.hannahgiorgi.com/brille/
http://www.calpoly.edu/~kcyeh/atlascoffee/index.html

The following are more examples of one page style layouts with several content areas (see for inspiration) but you are not required to put all content on one page

http://www.bettherent.com/school/grc275/a4/index.html#menu2

Final project requirements listed on the next page…
Requirements:

1. Minimum 3 content sections, can be one page or multiple pages
2. Contains an index.html page
3. Must have a professional looking bg
4. Must have a standardized main nav with some type of a hover effect
5. Must have a statement about the product
6. Must have a picture of the product
7. Your concept should identifiable meaning we should see how your a10 concept came to life in this website
8. Must have a logo for website like a product or company logo
9. Must have contact info for the company (does not have to be a real co)
10. Content must be very readable, meaning take care to not put too much text, remember people don’t want to read a long text documents on the web. Use text with good contrast to your background, black text on a white background 16pt is always the most readable. Recommended, increase line height too to 1.8 ems.
11. Must have all the normal reqs, like alt tags on all images, unique descriptive titles on pages, universal and standardized nav throughout, page should display well on the most common monitor width setting of 1024 or 1280, good design, etc.
12. Must encode this website using HTML5 and style using CSS.

-end
Extra Credit:

- Add a functioning form
- For SEO, add meta tags KEYWORDS and DESCRIPTION to pages
  
  (Insert > Head > Keywords AND Insert > Head > Description)
- Make this portfolio website “responsive” using media queries
- Test site for mobile optimized at
  
- Add a JQuery style image gallery
  
  (go to google and search free JQuery gallery)